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 Find Old and New Icon Sets on FIMG. Category: Icons of Italian cinema Category: Underground filmsQ: Mongodb - pull down
all documents from a collection I'd like to know if it's possible to create a script that pulls all documents from a collection and

returns them as a single array. The code I currently have is this: Meteor.methods({ 'getList': function(args) { var list =
MyCollection.find({$or: args.fields}); if (list && list.length) { var items = list.map(function(doc){ return doc._id; });

console.log(items); return items; } else { return; } } }) This code returns an array of all documents from the collection. What I'd
like to do is return a single array with the _id's of each document. A: i think you have to use find().fetch() var items =

MyCollection.find().fetch() documents will be inside items array Optimizing the quality of life of persons with epilepsy.
Epilepsy is a common condition associated with a variety of chronic consequences, including cognitive and motor dysfunction,
psychosocial problems, and emotional consequences. The scope of epilepsy-related problems requires a broad multidisciplinary
approach to care. Optimizing the quality of life of persons with epilepsy (PWE) is a dynamic process that continues throughout

the entire course of the disease. Careful attention to the implications of epilepsy on quality of life is crucial. An array of
assessment instruments, which provide information about the impact of epilepsy on the individual and the family, is available.

Medical interventions and strategies for modifying the effects of the disease, such as the use of antiepileptic drugs, can optimize
quality of life. Although some aspects of quality of life in PWE are poorly defined, there is general agreement on the essential

characteristics of epilepsy-related quality of life. This article reviews the literature on the quality of life of PWE and offers
practical approaches to optimizing the quality of life of PWE.package org.apereo.cas.support.saml.web.idp.metadata; import

org.apereo.cas.support.saml.BaseSaml 82157476af
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